1. Introduction

1.1 Overview

Cloning is the process by which a Department can create a duplicate of a graded post previously created in the institution.

The introduction of the Clone position feature removes the need to go through HR, and will enable departments to create clones and request permission to fill in minutes.

This process applies to Assistant and Academic-related positions only.

1. Creating a new clone

1. Select Add vacancy from the vacancies list

Use the 'Find vacancies' option to look for specific vacancies you have already started working on within RAS. For all new vacancies (whether for a new job or for an existing job in CHRIS) select the 'Add vacancy' option.

2. Click on the Clone position button

Existing positions

To begin the process for requesting permission to fill for a vacancy in RAS, you either need to:
- Use the 'Find position' button to select the relevant position where you are refilling an existing position or filling an academic-related or assistant staff position that has been graded.
- Use the 'Clone position' button to search and clone an existing academic-related position or assistant position.
- Use the 'Add position/vacancy' button where you are filling any research staff position, a new academic position or a temporary ungraded academic-related or assistant staff position of nine months or fewer.
3. You will be taken to the **Find positions** page. Here you need to enter information about the position you want to work on in RAS (such as Position title, Position reference number, the details of the current/previous incumbent of the position and the role code number) and then click on the **Search** button.
4. You will be taken to a list of all the positions in CHRIS which match the search criteria you entered. Click on the **Clone** button next to the position you wish to work on in RAS; this will take you through to Step 1 of the RAS process.
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5. Continue with creating the vacancy as usual. Information such as Limit of tenure and hours will be populated from the cloned position, so these should be checked and amended where required.
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2. Notification that a cloned vacancy requires approval

When a recruiter has requested permission to fill a cloned vacancy, the email which is sent to approvers clearly states in the heading and the text that it is for a cloned vacancy.

```
RAS: AG10887 - Finance Trainer in Finance Division (Cloned) REQUEST for permission to fill.

A vacancy in RAS has been created and requires permission to fill for Finance Division.

The details of the vacancy request are as below:

Position title: Finance Trainer

Department/Faculty: Finance Division

Vacancy Number: AG10887

Position Reference: Not yet assigned

Position Basis: Established - Permanent

Funding type: Central

Account code: U.AC.AGBG.ABAA.AH+4A.0000 (100.0%)

This is a cloned position and was cloned from:

Position Reference number: 70016994
Position title: Finance Trainer

To approve or deny this vacancy, please log into the Recruitment Admin System (RAS) at the following link:
http://staging.hrsystems.admin.cam.ac.uk/ras-webapp/vacancy/list
```